I, __________________________________________, having filed LSC Candidate Forms for the (Check One:)

NAME OF CANDIDATE

Parent/Community Local School Council Election _______; Non-binding Advisory Staff Poll _______; Student Election ______

at ___________________________________________________ School to be held on:

NAME OF SCHOOL

April 18 or April 19 for student elections or
April 20, 2022 (elementary schools) or April 21, 2022 (high schools), HEREBY:

WITHDRAW AS A CANDIDATE IN SAID ELECTION OR POLL; and

ACKNOWLEDGE THAT MY NAME WILL NOT APPEAR ON THE OFFICIAL BALLOT for the Local School

Council Election/Non-binding Advisory Staff Poll at ________________________________ School.

NAME OF SCHOOL

________________________________________  ________________________________
SIGNATURE OF CANDIDATE               DATE

Notary

IF REQUIRED BY THE PRINCIPAL THE CANDIDATE SHALL HAVE HIS/HER SIGNATURE ON THIS FORM NOTARIZED:

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, this ___________ day of __________________, 20____

by ____________________________________________, who is personally known to me.

NAME OF CANDIDATE

________________________                    ____________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC                        MY COMMISSION/TERM EXPIRES

Seal